The Lagrangian formalism for systems with constraints is developed using a singular Lagrangian de ned in the extended tangent bundle T(Q IR). The dynamics de ned by the new extended Lagrangian, that incorporates the constraints, is studied using the formalism of the presymplectic geometry. A comparative study with other geometric approaches is presented.
The theory of constrained systems includes the study of practical problems of great importance some of them related with control theory, but the study of these systems is also important for it poses many questions which are intimately connected with some of the geometric methods used in the modern theoretical mechanics (se [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and references therein).
The standard method for incorporating the constraint functions to the equations of motion is the use of the so-called Lagrange multipliers. The relation between this method and the Lagrangian formalism can be studied using two di erent approaches: (i) The original regular Lagrangian L is the appropriate Lagrangian but the presence of constraints introduce a perturbing e ect in the free Euler-Lagrange equations that can be identi ed with the addition of a vertical non-Lagrangian perturbation.
(ii) The presence of Lagrange multipliers is related with the existence of a Lagrangian IL 6 = L de ned in an extended space, but this new Lagrangian is singular.
Recently 4], the approach (i) has been studied using the geometric tools of the Lagrangian tangent bundle geometry. The purpose of this letter is to present a study of the approach (ii) using the formalism of the presymplectic geometry.
Suppose that a Lagrangian L is given. Then one can construct a semibasic 1-form L (the associated Cartan form), an exact 2-form ! L and an energy function E L by
where S is the vertical endomorphism and Liouville vector eld. S = @ @v i dq i ; = v i @ @v i : The dynamics is represented by the ow of the vector eld X L solution of the equation
If the 2-form ! L is symplectic the Lagrangian L is regular; otherwise L is singular. If L is regular the solution X L of this equation is uniquely determined, it turns out to be a second order di erential equation (hereafter shortened as SODE) vector eld, i.e. S(X L ) = , and its integral curves satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations. In coordinates X L takes the form X L = v i @ @q i + f i L (q; v) @ @v i where f i L (q; v) are the Lagrangian forces. Next, we summarize some of the main characteristics about the theory of singular Lagrangians (for a review see 6, 7] ).
(i) The Lagrangian L is said to be singular when the 2-form ! L is not symplectic. If the rank of this 2-form is constant then the ! L is called presymplectic.
(ii) Because of Ker ! L 6 = 0 the dynamical equation is ill-de ned. The rst condition to be satis ed is that the energy E L must be projectable by Ker ! L . This property leads to a submanifold M 1 in which the dynamical equation can be studied. (iii) The geometrical algorithm for obtaining a submanifold C in which the the dynamical equation admits a tangent solution was developed by Gotay et al [8] [9] [10] . The algorithm generates a decreasing sequence fM k g of submanifolds and then C is the limit of such a sequence (provided it exists). The restricted equation to C has solutions tangent to C. (iv) In some cases the solution obtained in C is given by a non-SODE vector eld. The conditions for the existence of a solution which is the restriction of a SODE can lead to a smaller nal submanifold (in the Lagrangian formalism the dynamics must be always represented by SODE vector elds).
Suppose that our system is described by a regular Lagrangian function L on TQ (TQ is the velocity phase-space of the con guracion space Q) but it is subjected to a constraint force expressed by the presence of a constraint equation of the form being the given constraint function on TQ.
The new Lagrangian IL is singular because it does not depend on the velocity of the coordinate . As it was stated above, we are interested in the case of ! IL of constant rank. The following proposition relates this property with the form of . Notice that this result can be directly extended to mechanical Lagrangians with magnetic terms or to the more general case of g being a pseudo-Riemannian metric.
Since the extended Lagrangian IL is of type II, if S passes to the quotient, then it de nes an integrable almost tangent structure S 0 on TQ= Ker ! IL . Thus it makes sense to look for second order elds in this quotient space. The manifold TQ= Ker ! IL is 2n-dimensional with induced coordinates given by (q i ; w i ; i; = 1; : : :; n) where w i = v i + W ir r . Obviously for holonomic constraints of the = e h type, the w i 's correspond to the v i 's and S 0 can be identi ed with the vertical endomorphism of TQ. This is not the case when = b where the quotient manifold cannot be naturally identi ed with TQ.
The extended Lagrangian IL does not admit a global dynamics in TQ but the dynamics is restricted to M 1 = ?1 (0) TQ where the constraint function is given by the action of the non-vertical vectors of Ker ! IL on the energy function E IL , that is, = Z 1 (E IL ).
We Finally the (extended) dynamics is given by the restriction to C = M 2 of the vector eld X IL but, in this case, the coordinate is not determined as a function of q and v, and, because of this, X IL is not projectable to TQ.
As a summary, we have proved that only a ne functions can be incorporated to the Lagrangian mechanics by means of Lagrange multipliers and that for these functions the extended Lagrangian IL, although singular, it is endowed with the \semi-regular" properties of Lagrangians of type II. When the constraints are holonomic this presymplectic approach agrees whith the standard way of reducing the con guration space and the same is true for constraints given by exact forms (integrable constraints), but for the velocity-dependent case the extended coordinate remains coupled to the physical degrees of freedom. Finally, in these last few years the theory of Lagrange multipliers enlarging the con guration space of the system has received great attention in connection with the Faddeev-Jackiw approach [13] [14] [15] to quantization of linear Lagrangians 16] . Thus we think that this matter is particularly interesting and that the use of symplectic formalism for constrained systems still requires much development.
